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1. Introduction 

 
Company standard MGS-S-REF-E Technical specifications - Electrical installations, 
consists from booklets and chapters, which have their name and marking. 
 
Some of parts of standard MGS-S-REF-E are related very closely, therefore it is necessary 
to apply them together. 
 
Subject of this chapter MGS-S-REF-E-3.6 is electrical wiring. 
 
Related booklets and chapters: 

 MGS-S-REF-E-1, especially chapter MGS-S-REF-E-1.4. 
 
Chapter MGS-S-REF-E-3.6 substitutes: 

company standard MGS-S-REF-E-3.6 Electrical wiring, Rev 1.00.01, First partial revision, 
08.01.2014. 
 
Standard work out: 
chapter MGS-S-REF-E-3.6 was worked out by Maintenance – Engineering department 

2. Definitions and terms 

For purpose of this standard valid definitions and terms as follows: 
 
Ablative substance: a non-foamy substance, which during burning sublimate and the 
endothermic reaction is running inside. 
 
Electrical wiring: a set which is comprised by cable/cables or bus bars and by parts, that 
they protect and if it is necessary that they shield. 
 
Bus bars: are connecting line of all branching in switchgear. They are made from non 
insulated conductors, on which are connected switchgear inputs and outputs. 
 
Cable: a metal core (or set of cores) with insulation and with protective over sheets 
dedicated for electric energy distribution or electric signals. 
 
Core: a construction element of cable, usually metal, for conducting of electric current. 
 
Insulation: a construction element of cable, dedicated for electric insulation of cable. 
 

Conductor: a construction element of cable, which consists from core and insulation. 
 
Sheath: a construction element of cable, which protect elements under them against 
humidity, eventually against other harmful factors. 
 
Power cable: a cable dedicated for electric energy distribution with current of industry 
frequency or with d.c. current. 
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Flexible cable: a cable with stranded cores, applied for feeding of movable electric 
equipment. 
 
Self-supporting cable: a cable, which contains separate supporting element or adapted 
own constructional element, which allows, that cable can be suspended. 
 
Telecommunication cable: a cable, dedicated for transmissions of communication 
information. 
 
Control cable: a cable for remote control of electric equipment and for transmissions of 
control signals. 
 
Cord: a flexible cable with stranded cores and with cross section up to and including 
4 mm2, applied for connecting of movable electric equipments. 
 
Cable channel: an architectural limited area of line character, horizontal or oblique with 
angle of inclination up to and including 45°. 
 
Crosswalk channel: a cable channel where the sizes allow, that personnel can work 
there and where they can walk through them uprightly. 
 
Climb up channel: a cable channel, where the sizes allow, that personnel can work there 
and where they can move through them but not uprightly. 
 
Cable bridge: a crosswalk bridge, fixed on supporting structure. 
 
Cable pit: an architectural limited area with line character, vertical or oblique with angle of 
inclination up to 45° from vertical plain, dimensionally thus executed, that personnel can 
work there and go up. 
 
Cable area: an architectural limited area inside of electric stations or under the 
switchgears, control rooms, central rooms, technological equipment etc. 
 
Cable layout: a directionally selected connecting trace for lay out of cables, created by 
one or more sectors. 
 
Section of cable layout: a part of cable layout, that is identically equipped along all 
length. 
 
Cable rack: a common name for whole construction, which is applied for cable installation. 
 
Rack: a planar part of cable rack, created either from longitudinal angles and transversals 
or from other construction material and used for placing and fixing of cables. 
 
Support: a vertical part of cable rack carrying booms. 
 
Hinge: a vertical part of cable rack carrying booms, hooks or consoles, dedicated for 
hanging on ceiling. 
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Boom: a horizontal support, fixed to support or to hinge and dedicated for placing of 
cables. 
 
Hook: a carrier part of cable rack, dedicated for hanging of one cable or group of cables. 
 
Console: a horizontal cable support fixed only at one end and installed in certain 
distances on cable racks. 
 
Duct (trench): a part of cable rack, usually in form U, dedicated for free placing of cables 
and conductors. It can be opened from top or covered by cover. 
 
Strip: a closed part of cable rack, usually in rectangle form, used for cables placing. 
 
Clamp: a support installed in certain distances, which mechanically holds a cable or an 
electro installation conduit. 
 
Main fireproof barrier: a fireproof separating construction inside of cable channels, pits, 
bridges and areas. 
 
Partial fireproof barrier: a cross construction or arrangement, which prevent of fire 
extension on cable surfaces in areas between main fireproof barriers. 
 
Longitudinal fireproof barrier: a fireproof resistant construction, made from inflammable 
materials, limiting fire transmission at cable grouping. 
 
Fireproof seal: a construction which prevent fire extension and it's smokes at cable 
passages through fireproof separating construction and fireproof barriers. 
 
Cable set: an equipment or set of materials dedicated  for applications at cable mounting, 
jointing, ending or fixing; maintains required function attributes of cables. 
 
Coupling: an equipment or set of materials for jointing of two cable lengths; ensures in 
joint required electric attributes with corresponding mechanical protection. 

3. Electric wiring 

3.1 Generally 

3.1.1 For safety, correct function and lifetime of electric lines are critical consequences as 
follows: 

 type of environment where the electric lines will be located, 

 protection against electric shock at fault, 

 distances between conductors and cables, 

3.1.2 Power electric lines shall be executed as follows: 

a) bare conductors on isolated supports, 

b) single insulated conductors on supports, 

c) insulated conductors or cables in electro-installation conduits, strips, channels, 
cavities etc., 
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d) bridges or single insulated conductors in plaster or other constructions, on surface 
or in grouped configuration, placing on constructions, bridges etc., 

e) power cables installed on surface, under plaster, in ducts, in channels, in 
collectors, in ground, in bricks, independent cables etc. 

3.1.3 Movable feeders shall be made with flexible cords which are suitable for given 
applications. 

4. Cables 

4.1 Selection of cables 

4.1.1 Cables shall be selected regard to surroundings and cable laying way.  

4.1.2 At cable selection for the installation shall be taken into consideration: 

a) parameters of fed electrical equipment, 

b) allowed working temperature, 

c) current currying capacity, 

 rated current currying capacity, 

 allowed currying capacity, 

d) operation characteristics, 

e) environment and area characteristics, 

f) cable characteristics, 

g) mode of cable layout, 

h) mechanical tension, 

i) short circuit current influences, 

j) allowed drop-out voltage: 

 to motors, 

 to lights sources, 

 to resistances,  

k) proper function of protection against electric shock, 

l) economy. 

4.1.3 If cable line crosses through different environment, cable type shall be selected 
regard to the most adverse environment. 

4.2 Requirements for cables 

4.2.1 A strands in the same cable can be used for various types of current networks and 
various voltages only in the next cases: 

a) at controls, signalling, regulating, metering and at the other auxiliary circuits, 

b) at auxiliary circuits and at one power circuit for the same equipment, 

c) for more power circuits, which fed smaller consumers and which operate 
dependable with relevant auxiliary circuits. 

In the mentioned cases there is possible to use strands of one cable for various current 
circuits only in that case, if other regulations shall not determined otherwise or while there 
is no impact for safety operation and particular circuits shall not affect one to the other one. 

4.2.2 No circuits for safety voltage (circuits SELV, PELV and FELV) and circuits for higher 
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operational voltage shall be used in the same cable.  

4.2.3 Used strands shall be marked properly to protect their interchange. 

4.3 Marking of cables 

4.3.1 General requirements for marking are solved by MGS-S-REF-E-1.4 

4.3.2 The cables shall be marked on both ends by durable manner. Cables on the grates, 
racks etc. shall be marked also at the crossing and branching. 

4.3.3 For marking of cables in the framework of realizations of new technological plants 
the alphabetical code shall be used, which consists of the associated number of plant 
location, of the marking of the use of the cable and of the position of the connected 
electrical equipment. Between individual attributes a space shall be inserted. The next line 
consists of the position marking of electrical equipments that are interconnected by the 
cable (From / To). The position marking shall be separate by slash. Under this mark shall 
be noted the type of cable and coded conductor/cable designation with selected conductor 
cross section. 
 
Example of marking: 
 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 

  
  11 WL MP118A 
 
  11 RM1/5  /  11 MP118A 
   
  CYKY 4G25 
 

where is: 
 
11 - associated number of plant location, 
WL - marking of application attribute, 
MP118A - marking of position fed electrical equipment, 
RM1/5 - marking of interconnected equipment - beginning (from) 
MP1/5 - marking of fed electrical equipment position - end (to) 
CYKY 4G25 - type of the cable and code designation of conductors  

4.3.3.1 For marking of cable application attribute shall be used abbreviations as follows: 
WH - energetic lines over 1 kV, 
WL - energetic lines under and including 1 kV, 
WS - lines for control, measuring and signalling, 
WT - lines for telecommunications and fibre optic cables, 
WZ - lines for special purposes (fire, civil defence, etc.). 

4.3.3.2 In case of marking parallel cables a ordinal number of the cable shall be assigned 
behind the marking of the use of the cable.(e.g. no. 2 in cable number in the Cable list) 
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Example of marking: 
 

 
   
 

  
  11 WL 2 MP118A 
 
  11 RM1/5  /  11 MP118A 
   
  CYKY 4G25 
 

4.3.3.3 In the case of cable changes in existing technological plants (new cable 
realizations, partial changes of original cables etc.), the new cables shall be marked 
identically with existing mode of marking in object. 

4.4 Protection of cables against mechanical damage 

4.4.1 Cables exhibited to possibility of mechanical damages shall be protected by 
position, by shelter, by unloading etc. or shall be selected conductor or cable with suitable 
construction. 

4.4.2 At the higher mechanical tension the cables shall be protected additionally by: 

a) steel, cement or concrete ducts or by ducts from other materials with high strength 
endurance against mechanical tension, 

b) steel or armoured tubes or by conduits from other materials with high strength 
endurance against mechanical tension - at placing to floor, passing through the 
walls etc., 

c) armoured flexible tubes, where is technically and by material solved system by 
manufacturer for conductive bonding, or from other materials with high strength 
endurance against mechanical tension,  

d) mason, 

e) installation to channel or on the grids, 

f) other equivalent method (e. g. by the bricks). 

4.4.3 Outputs from ducts, moulded bricks etc. shall be realized in a way, that the cable 
shall not be damaged. 

4.4.4 The cables in the ground shall be protected in such a way, that their damage shall 
be prevented at excavation or at the ground subsidence. 

4.4.5 Cables of 110 kV lines in the ground shall be protected against the mechanical 
damage according to appendix No. 2. 
The 110 kV line shall be marked by warning plates on the ground surface, distance among 
plates shall be 30m. 

4.4.6 Cables of 6 kV lines in the ground shall be protected against the mechanical 
damage (e. g. by the bricks). 
The 6 kV line shall be marked by warning plastic foil that shall be lead above the cable 
line. 
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4.4.7 If the cables until 1000 V are installed in the ground, they can be installed without 
mechanical protection, however they shall be marked by warning plastic foil that shall be 
lead above the cable line.     

4.4.8 The flexible cables, in the case of necessity, shall be protected by suitable protective 
cover or by location. 

4.4.9 To ensure the protection against electric shock, the metal sheeting of cables and 
metal cable bridges at both ends shall be connected to earthing network. 

4.5 Protection of cables against thermal radiation 
The cables exposed to direct sun or other thermal radiation, shall be protected by shelter 
or accordingly unloaded. 

4.6 Protection of cables against fire propagation 

4.6.1 Technical functionality of the whole selected method of cables fire protection solved 
fire protection documentation, because system of cables fire protection conceptually 
relates with other types of fire protection, not only electric lines but also with the other 
equipment, which are designed and constructed by other members of erection. 

4.6.2 Main cable traces for supply of transformer stations shall be solved in such a way, 
that individual incoming cables (main and stand-by) shall be routed in separated cable 
routes. 

4.6.3 Cable channels and cable pits shall be separated by fire splitting constructions 
according to STN 92 0204 and according to fire protection documentation. 

4.6.4 Fire separation constructions with a surface larger than 400 cm2 (20x20 cm) shall be 
marked (in agreement with notice No. 94/2004). 
At the marking shall be indicated: 

a) time value in minute of fire resistance, 

b) kind of construction element, 

c) date of construction, 

d) contractors name and address.  

4.6.5 Fire-fighting prevention of cables shall be solved by the application of fire-fighting 
coating ablative substance with thermal isolating properties and panels installed from the 
bottom part of middle and high voltage cable distribution or according to fire protection 
documentation. 

4.6.6 A certificated fire-fighting coating substance shall be applied on these locations: 

a) crossing and branching cables on a length of 2 m from each site of outside 
crossing cable, 

b) at each 100 m of cable in a length line shall be coated cables in length minimal 3 
m in all-profile for existing installation and in length minimal 4 m m in all-profile for 
new constructed installation, 

c) m.v. and h.v. cable couplings and their surroundings (under couplings and above 
also) in minimal length 2 m before and 2 m behind the cable coupling, 

d) building entrance, 
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e) middle voltage feed of cable distribution system in vertically length 4 m to each 
direction 

f) each 15 m of cable shaft, 

g) at open in to cable channel, cable shaft, crawl and crossable cable compartment, 

h) at open to from the top accessible cable compartment and at open to from the top 
accessible crawl and crossable cable compartment, 

i)   in the cable compartment at the open to distributing box, to generators for 
electricity producing, transformer cell etc.     

j)  in agreement with fire protection documentation. 
 
For existing electrical installation there is a valid transition period till year 2025. 

 

4.6.7 Fire-fighting coating shall prevent the fire propagation by the cable lines minimally 
60 minutes. 

4.6.8 Application of new and reparation of existing antifire barrier (fire-fighting coating 
including) shall be in line with Technical requirements prescribed by vendor in technical 
datasheet. The characteristic and manner of fire-fighting coating substance application are 
described in Technical datasheet. 

4.6.9 The combination of more types of antifire barrier (fire-fighting coating including) 
substance is allowed only with written agreement of vendors whose fire-fighting coating 
substance will be used.      

4.7 Cable types for equipments that are in operation during fire 

4.7.1 Equipments:        Cable type: 

a) company radio system,       ZO, PH, 

b) emergency lighting,       ZO, BH, PH, 

c) escape route lighting and a fire fighting route lighting,  BH, PH, 

d) evacuation and fire elevators,      ZO, PH, 

e) escape route ventilation,        ZO, BH, PH, 

f) stabile fire-fighting system,      ZO, PH,  

g) fire alarm system,        ZO, PH, BH, 

h) devices for warm transfer systems 
 and combustion products,      ZO, BH, PH, 

i)  amplifier pumps of fire-water duct     ZO, PH 
 

ZO - cable resistant to fire propagation, 
BH - non-halogen cable, 
PH - cable, which is functional during fire in required time. 

4.8 Cables in hazardous areas 

4.8.1 Cables shall be protected against overloading and against harmful effects of short 
circuits and ground connections. 

4.8.2 Temperature of cables surface shall not exceed the allowed temperature class.  
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4.8.3 In areas with Zone 0 cables only in agreement with category "ia" - intrinsic safe, 
requirements, shall be used. 

4.8.4 In areas with Zone 1 and 2 cables, which are allowed by standard 
STN EN 60079-14 shall be used, considering to these applications: 

 cable for fixed (stationary) equipment, 

 cable for portable and mobile equipment, 

 flexible cables. 

4.8.5 To ensure safe operation of each circuit or group of circuits shall be installed suitable 
disconnecting elements (disconnectors, fuses and connecting links), which disconnect all 
wires of the circuit (group of circuits) including neutral wire.  

4.8.6 Each disconnecting element shall be marked with label, for quick identification and 
check of circuit or group of circuits. 

4.8.7 Cables for electrical installation with connection to hazardous areas outside of 
electrical equipment shall have characteristic of spread flame according to IEC 60332-1-2. 
This requirement in not valid for cables lead underground, electrical ducts fulfil by sand or 
cables with fire-fighting prevention. 

4.9 Connection of electrical articles 

4.9.1 The electrical articles shall be connected either directly with fixed installed cable 
lines, or by moving, eventually by flexible lines but always in such a way, that connection 
shall be answered to requirements for mounting of fixed lines in assigned area. 

4.9.2 Movable incomings shall be connected to fixed cable lines only by socket 
connectors, or in reasonable special cases (fault, breakdown), by fixed connections, for 
example by means of terminal boxes. 

4.9.3 Flexible incomings shall be connected to fixed cable lines rigidly.  

4.9.4 Flexible cords of incomings and lines in the point of connection shall be properly 
released from tension, secured against extraction and arranged against strands twisting. 

4.9.5 For electrical objects connection shall be used metal cable glands in cases as 
follows: 

a) cables of electrical motors power supply inputs, 

b) cables of electrical switchgears power supply inputs and outputs, 

c) multicore cables with cable gland thread from M29 (cable external diameter 
18 mm and more) including, 

d) in other cases, where mechanical, thermal or other strain danger of cable glands 
or connected device is possible.    

4.9.6 Cable entry glands, blinds and reductions shall be unambiguously identifiable. Only 
cable entry glands with inscribed marking or other durable marking (e.g. with a laser) shall 
be installed.. 
 
Marking only with plastic tape (for example the plastic tape glued with special glue) or 
other not durable method is not allowed.              
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4.9.7 Cable entry glands, blinds and reduction shall be made in line with equipment where 
the cable glands, blinds and reduction are installed (explosion protection, IP protection …). 

4.10 Temperature of cables at laying 

4.10.1 Cables shall not be laid, mounted, re-winded, un-winded etc. at the temperatures 
when is decreased their flexibility and there is a danger of their deterioration. If 
manufacturer has other instructions, the lowest allowed temperature is +4°C. 

4.10.2 At the lower temperature, as is introduced in article 4.10.1, the necessary activities 
shall be accepted to avoid their damages according to consultation with technical 
supervisor of investor. 

4.11 Modification and bending of cables 

4.11.1 Cable ends, before making of sealed cable ends or cable couplings, shall be 
protected against environment influences (humidity penetration, chemical influence, etc.). 

4.11.2 The cables shall be installed with allowable bending radius only, which was 
determined by cable manufacturer or by relevant product standard. 

4.12 Placing of cables to ceiling construction and floors 

4.12.1 Modes of placing: 

a) to plaster, 

b) to concrete, 

c) to floor equalized layer, 

d) to slot in ceiling construction, 

e) to cavities in ceiling or floor construction, 

f) to intermediate area of ceiling 

4.12.2 Cables shall not be installed to dilatation spaces and to spaces where is possibility 
of their mechanical damages. 

4.12.3 Cables in intermediate area of ceiling with detachable covers shall be put in such a 
way, that cable lay-out shall not be depended on detachable covers. 

4.12.4 Distribution boxes and junction boxes in ceilings and floors shall be accessed for 
mounting in way, that they shall be opened or closed at anytime. 

4.13 Placing of cables in buildings 

4.13.1 Cables shall be mounted (on walls, panels, ceilings, carrying ropes etc.) with 
suitable metal or insulating clips. 

4.13.2 Cables, which shall not be mounted directly to inflammable foundation, shall be 
separated from inflammable foundation equally by thermal insulating base. 

4.14 Placing of cables to moulded brick and tubes 

4.14.1 In reasonable cases it is possible for cable lay-outs to used moulded bricks and 
tubes in sections, where the length allows safe cables protract without damages. 
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4.14.2 Individual sections of moulded bricks shall be separated by cable cellars, where 
dimensions allow easy cables mounting and their distances shall be selected regarding to 
retracted cable length. In cable cellars the m. v., l. v. and communication cables shall be 
separated each other by suitable flame-proof barriers. 

4.14.3 Into one tube can be mounted also more l. v. cables taken into consideration, that 
current currying capacity shall be decreased in accordance to STN 33 2000-5-523. 

4.15 Cables installation under ground 

4.15.1 At placing of cables underground shall be considered as follows: 

a) depth of placing, 

b) mode of placing, 

c) distances from other construction objects of underground lines, 

d) parallel and crossing cables in ground. 

4.15.2 If there are various electric or non electric lines parallel in short distance in the 
ground, shall be kept next layer configuration viewed from up to bottom: 

a) safety and communication cables, 

b) cables up to 1 kV, 

c) cables over 1 kV, 

d) various pipes. 

4.15.3 Where is not possible to reach directed depth excavations, owing to terrain, cables 
shall be equipped by mechanical protection (tubes, moulded bricks etc.), for example at 
the cables entry to the building or at the passing in the ground under the road. The 
warning plastic foil shall be put about the cable in case of cable laying without the 
mechanically protection.   

4.15.4 Distance of the first cable (excessive) from construction object shall be at least 
60 cm. In traces along with buildings, which have floor under the terrain level (footpath), 
the distance of the first cable, up to voltage 10 kV, can be shorter but at least 30 cm. 

4.15.5 For placing of single conductors (in three phase networks) shall be selected 
triangle configuration without spaces or in one line without spaces, in order to minimize 
loss of power generated by current in cable sheathing. Placing of single conductors 
individually to moulded bricks is not recommended in respect of relative high axial distance 
between phases of one network. 

4.16 Placing of flexible cables 

4.16.1 Flexible incomings shall be installed in such a way, that they are not exposure to 
mechanical damage, they are prevented against environment impact and they not 
obstructed the area, where they are applied. 

4.16.2 Flexible incomings shall not be installed over the frequently, wetly and muddy 
areas, over the workplaces, where mechanized machines are used, neither over the areas 
with easy inflammable, combustible and explosive materials.  

4.17 Parallel pathway of cables in the air 
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4.17.1 If cables, with different voltages or different current networks, are installed side by 
side, they shall be installed into individual groups, separated with higher spaces for better 
overview. 

4.17.2 If cables are installed on construction side by side, the cables up to 1 kV shall be 
separated from cables over 1 kV. If cables are one above the other one, cables up to 1 kV 
shall be under cables over 1 kV. Power cables over 1 kV shall be above auxiliary or 
communications cables. If power cables over 1 kV are installed in reverse order, shall be 
separated from other cables by electric arc resist barrier. 

4.17.3 At placing of cables with equal voltage in one layer side by side or one above the 
other one, the cables shall be installed up to 10 kV with spaces equal to outside diameter 
of cable. 
At different cable diameters higher diameter is decisive. Lower spaces are allowed at 
cables up to 1 kV only with appropriate decreasing of their loading. 

4.17.4 Single wire cables, formed one current circuit, shall be installed together (without 
spaces) and consider as a one cable. 

4.17.5 Between cables over 1 kV and cables up to 1 kV shall be space at least 250 mm (if 
they are not separated by mechanic rigid, electric arc resist barrier and which over reach 
both groups of cables). It valid also for power cables over 1 kV and auxiliary cables. 

4.17.6 Distance between power cables up to 1 kV and auxiliary cables shall be such, as 
between power cables; induction impact shall be taken into consideration. 

4.17.7 At parallel routing of cables up to 1 kV: 

a) with l.v. lines installed in tubes - minimum distance shall be 30 mm, 

b) with telecommunication lines (valid for phone and wire radio; for other 
telecommunication lines the distance shall be equal as at power lines): 

 up to 5 m: the distance shall be at least 30 mm, 

 over 5 m: the distance shall be at least 100 mm, 

c) with lines for security (for example fire signalling, lines for emergency lighting),    
on which depend safety of persons or mattersshall be the distance shall be at least 
60 mm. 

4.17.8 If cables for voltage over 1 kV are installed in parallel with other lines with voltage 
up to 1 kV in protected sheathing (for example lines in tubes on the wall etc.), the distance 
between them shall be at least 25 cm, if they are not separated by barrier. 

4.17.9 Power and auxiliary cables shall be routed on individual traces. 

4.18 Crossing and passing of cables 

4.18.1 For crossing of cables valid spaces parameters prescribed for parallel routed 
cables. Cables up to 1 kV can be interlaced also without spaces. 

4.18.2 Cable passed through masonry hole shall be protected by tubes. If cable pass into 
room with less kindly environment, the tube shall be sealed by flame resistant compound 
(grit etc.). 
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4.18.3 At passing of cables from buildings and cable rooms towards out from them shall 
be executed insulation against water penetration to objects. Passage holes shall be down-
drafted out of building with 20 degree angle. 

4.19 Requirements at installation 

4.19.1 Cable network of l.v. and m.v. electrical equipment and consumers shall be solved 
in such a way, that to be avoided application of adapter terminal boxes (for example 
necessity of boxes for change of cable dimensions and core materials for purpose of cable 
connection to consumer terminal box). 

4.19.2 Cables up to 1 kV shall be required of copper type without cross section limit, 
except for stand-by incoming of maintenance switchgear. 

4.19.3 Cables for 6 kV are required as follows: 

 Al for incomings of transformer station (TS) only, 

 Cu for all other distributions. 

4.19.4 The cable networks in underground, which are not visible, shall be marked by 
tables, from which will be clear the direction and number of trace with prospective 
branches. 

4.19.5 At the end of erection the voltage test shall be executed with make-out of protocol 
for each m.v. cable (for each cable and for each consumer separately). 

4.19.6 Assembling company is obliged to keep installation job journal about cable 
installation, with recorded values of insulation resistance and also records about 
temperatures at cable installations. 

4.20 Detailed provisions for application of insulated strands of cables and 
conductors 

4.20.1 As protective conductor shall be applied green/yellow strand. Green/yellow strand 
shall not be used for other purposes. 

4.20.2 As neutral conductor shall be applied light blue strand. If neutral conductor is not 
used in electric installation, light blue strand can be used for other purpose except of 
protection wire. 

4.20.3 Conductors PEN, comprehensive two functions, firstly - protective conductor, 
secondly middle (neutral) conductor, shall be marked by green/yellow colour combination 
along the whole length and with permanent light blue mark at both ends of conductor. 
 
Blue marking shall be executed around whole conductor perimeter by light blue stripe wide 
15-200 mm. It is recommended to apply light blue self adhesive tape. Later marking of the 
ends of PEN wire is not necessary in TN-C networks, where is not possibility of 
interchange ability PEN wire with other protective wire (PE). 

4.20.4 Rules at cables application with strands marked by numbers (only at cables with 
higher number of strands than 5): 

a) strand numbers begin with number 1 a go continue consecutive till maximum, 
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b) at the application with some strand as a neutral wire, at the installation place 
permanently light blue mark at the ends, at each breaking of the applied strand 
(base on paragraph 4.20.3). 

5. Cable traces 

5.1 Generally 

5.1.1 Cable traces are: 

 cable channels, 

 cable pits, 

 cable bridges, 

 cable areas. 

5.1.2 Cable channels, rooms, pits and bridges shall fulfil next requirements: 

a) safety of persons and safe cables operation, 

b) easy overview of networks, 

c) optimal spares of stowage space for cables, 

d) easy maintenance and possibility of failure elimination, 

e) most economical conception, 

f) installation of fittings and cables following to automate cable mounting process. 

5.1.3 Cable networks in technological plants shall be conducted in the air on the cable 
traces, ducts etc., made from hot dip zinc-coated steel. 

5.1.4 Placing of cables into ground shall be executed only in exceptional cases. 

5.2 Requirements for cable traces 

5.2.1 Temperature in cables channels, rooms, pits and bridges shall not be higher than 
25°C. If the temperature is higher, shall be realized proper provisions, for example suitable 
ventilation or lower cable loading. 

5.2.2 Into cable channels shall not be installed any pipes except of instrument air. 

5.2.3 Cable joints are possible to place on the cable traces, except of cable pits. 

5.2.4 Recommended dimensions of cable channels are in STN 38 2156. 

5.2.5 Cross-section of cable pit, as well cable channel or cable bridge shall be 
dimensioned, to keep enough space for cable installation and permanent access to cables. 

5.2.6 Cable bridges have character and usually also dimensions of crosswalk channels 
and valid for them the same provisions.  

5.2.7 Cable bridges and combined bridges (for example technological bridge with cable 
rack) shall be equipped by suitable, minimally lightweight, roof as cable protection against 
UV rays and environmental effects. 

5.2.8 Area of cable racks shall be dimensioned with 25 % of space spare over actual 
demand. 
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5.2.9 Continuous cable racks shall be connected on both ends with protection network of 
bonding. 

5.2.10 Crosswalk channels and climb up channels, pits, bridges and cable rooms shall be 
ventilated. Ventilation could be natural or forced. Channels with access from top are 
usually not ventilated. 

5.2.11 Crosswalk channels, bridges and cable areas shall have ground clearance 
2 100 mm as minimum. 

5.2.12 The equipment of crosswalk cable channels, also of cable pits, bridges and rooms 
shall be arranged such way, that between two rows of cable racks or between one row of 
cable racks and wall shall be met minimal dimensions 800x1900 mm (service walkway). 

5.2.13 The walkway shall be always constructed: 

a) on main cable bridge of production unit (cable layout between transformer station 
(TS) or mv/lv electrical switchroom and technology), 

b) on cable bridge, that is leading cross all technology. 

5.2.14 If main cable bridge or cable bridge, that is leading cross all technology, is a part of 
technological bridges, the walkway shall be constructed, too. 

5.2.15 In cases, in which the cables are installed on technological bridge according to 
Appendix No. 1, design of cables and of walkway shall be realised in agreement with given 
appendix and requirements as follows: 

a) walkway shall be always constructed in that cases, when different cables are 
installed on cable racks, especially mv cables in combination with other kind of 
cables (lv cables, cables for Instrumentation, etc.), 

b) walkway shall be also constructed in case, when on supporting structure (for 
example on technological bridge) are installed minimally 5 cables racks one over 
the other, 

c) in rest cases walkways construction to solve individually, according to needs 
(project). 

5.2.16   Inside walkway area cables must not to be installed directly on the floor.  

5.2.17 Climb up channels shall not have ground clearance lower than 1 200 mm and their 
length cannot be longer than 20 m. 

5.2.18 Entrances to crosswalk channels and bridges shall be always on their ends; in 
route shall be such distributed, that no one point is longer than 50 m from some entrance. 

5.2.19 From cable areas shall be possible escape in two directions. Escape directions in 
channels and rooms shall be marked by safety tables with arrow to the nearest entrance. 
Point of escape shall be marked by arrow which follow escape direction. 

5.2.20 Architectural solution of cable channels, areas and bridges shall be solved in way, 
that water will not collect inside them. Cable channels shall be equipped by drainage 
system with possibility to pump out water from collecting pit. 

5.2.21 In case of need cable distribution areas shall be equipped by fire alarm system 
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(FAS) in agreement with project documentation. 

5.3 Artificial lighting and outlets installation 

5.3.1 In crosswalk channels and climb up channels and on bridges, with length more than 
20 m and in cable areas, shall be installed artificial lighting. 

5.3.2 Maintained illuminance at floor shall not be lower than Em = 50 lx. 

5.3.3 Lighting in cable pit shall be realized only in case, if it is necessary from view of 
maintenance and revision.  

5.3.4 In crosswalk channels and climb up channels and on cable bridges the emergency 
lighting is not required. 

5.3.5 Lighting fixture shall be installed in such a way, that they not obstruct the passage 
(on ceiling, walls etc.) and walkway dimensions shall be met. In case of possibility of 
mechanical damages, the lighting fixtures shall be protected by protective basket and 
glass. 

5.3.6 Lighting control switches shall be installed at all entrances and they shall be solved 
with relation on fireproof constructions placing. 

5.3.7 Lighting and outlets circuits shall not have operating voltage higher than 250 V 
against earth and they shall be in suitable executions to dedicated areas, in cable 
channels in execution at least for wet environment. 

5.3.8 On each 50 m of the length of channel shall be solidly installed single-phase l.v. 
outlet. The number of outlets in cable area shall be selected according to disposition and 
extension. 

5.4 Fire-fighting separating constructions and cable passages seals 

5.4.1 Generally 

5.4.1.1 Crosswalk cable channels and climb up cable channels, cable pits, cable bridges 
and cable areas shall be created individual fireproof sectors. 

5.4.1.2 The fire sector´s dimension of cable area shall be a maximal of 750 m2 and the 
length shall not be more than 100 m.  

5.4.1.3 The fire sector´s dimension of cable area can be doubled if there is a fixed 
extinguish device.  
 

5.4.2 Main fire-fighting barrier 

5.4.2.1 Main fire-fighting barrier is a fire resistive separating construction, made from 
A grade inflammability substances and with fire resistance in duration of minimum 
60 minutes. 

5.4.2.2 Cable racks routed through main fire-fighting barrier should not be broken. 
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5.4.2.3 The fire sector´s size of cable shafts shall be not bigger than 150 m3 and the 
vertical length of the fire sector of cable shafts shall not be longer than 15 m. 

5.4.2.4 The fireproof sectors dimension of cable shafts and vertical fire-fighting section of 
cable shafts can be double if there is a fived extinguish device. 

5.4.2.5 Cable channels, cable bridges and cable areas shall be ensured in agreement 
with STN 920204 or fire protection documentation. 

5.4.2.6 Main fire-fighting barriers shall be installed: 

 at mouth of cable channels and bridges of all kinds to cable areas and pits and 
also to all other areas of building objects, 

 at mouth of cable pits to cable areas and also to all other areas of building objects, 

 at mouth of cable top accessible channels to crosswalk channels and hatch 
channels, 

 in cable channels routed to individual cubicles or to boxes of m.v. switchgears, to 
transformers and diesel aggregates, 

 in cable areas, where above is installed switchroom or transformer stands, in 
between of these areas. 

5.4.3 Fire-fighting barrier 

5.4.3.1 Partial fire-fighting barrier is lateral construction, which shall protect, at least 
during time of 60 minutes, fire transmission throughout the cables to the adjacent fire-
fighting section of cable channels, pits, bridges and areas. 

5.4.3.2 Cable racks routed through partial fire-fighting barrier shall not be broken. 

5.4.3.3 Partial fire-fighting barriers shall be such constructed that to be allowed easy 
additional cabling. 

5.4.3.4 Partial fire-fighting barriers shall be installed between main fire-fighting barriers: 

 in cable channels in covered bridges at each 100 m of length, 

 in cable pits on each 15 m of height, 

 in point of crossing (branching) channels and bridges, while distance between fire-
fighting constructions each other, ending of crossing, shall not be in any directions 
higher than 25 m, 

 at the beginning of channels and bridges branching, which are longer than 25 m. 

5.4.3.5 In cable areas shall be installed partial fire-fighting barriers in way, that they create 
sections with footprint of 250 m2 as a maximum. 

5.4.4 Longitudinal fire-fighting barrier 

5.4.4.1 The ancillary cables along of their whole length shall be separated by longitudinal 
fire-fighting barrier. Fire resistance shall be at least 15 minutes at ancillary of functionally 
important cables and cables of 1-st, 2-nd, 3-rd grade of delivery. One system of ensured 
supply (1-st grade of delivery) shall be architecturally thus constructed, that fire will not 
pass through one system to the other system at least during 60 minutes. 
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5.4.4.2 The longitudinal fire-fighting barrier shall be solved by one from these possibilities: 

 by inserting of rigid plates (mechanically rigid at least thus, that they not to bend 
under they own mass and by mass of installed cables, 

 by inserting of sacks filled by incombustible substance,  

 placing of cables to duct and conduits, 

 coating by fire-fighting substance. 

5.4.5 Fire-fighting seals 

5.4.5.1 Cable passages through construction of cable channels, pits, bridges, areas and 
fire-fighting longitudinal barriers shall be sealed by fire-fighting seal. 

5.4.5.2 Fire-fighting seal shall have the same fire resistance as the construction, where 
cables passage, but however fire resistance longer than 60 minutes is not required. 

5.4.5.3 Substance applied for cable seal shall be easy removable at changing or installing 
of cables, but substance cannot spontaneously drop out. 

5.5 Protection against electric shock at fault 

5.5.1 Continual cable racks or ducts shall be connected as a one piece on both ends with 
earthing system. Point of connection shall be marked according to STN 33 2000-5-54. 

5.5.2 Longitudinal rack angle or cable duct is possible to use as a random protective 
conductor. It's cross section shall be at least 120 mm2 and shall be colour marked 
according to STN 33 2000-5-54. 

5.5.3 Longitudinal rack angle or cable duct, which is used as a random protective 
conductor shall not be broken in place of fire-fighting seal. 

5.5.4 Metal parts of fire-fighting barrier and seals shall be connected by protective wire to 
earthing system. 

5.6 Marking of cable bridges among blocks and combined bridges 

5.6.1 Marking of cable bridges among blocks and combined bridges shall be in accord 
with project documentation. 

5.6.2 Marking of cable bridges among blocks and combined bridges shall be realise in 
accord with Appendix No. 5 of this standard. 

6. Cable sets 

6.1 Requirements for jointing, connecting and ending of cables 

6.1.1 Cable shall be jointed, connected and branched in appropriate cable terminations, 
ends, joints, adapters and distribution boxes, which are accessible. In reasonable cases 
enough cores shall be left as a spare. 

6.1.2 Wires of cables shall be connected and jointed in such a way, that their transition 
resistance shall be continuously as less as possible. 
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6.1.3 At connecting of insulated wires the insulation grade of line shall not be decreased. 

6.1.4 Compressed and welded connections shall be done in such a way, that insulation 
properties of wires shall not be decreased. 

6.1.5 Conductors shall not be jointed in conduits or in likewise materials. Conductor joints 
shall be released from tension between cable and terminals. 

6.1.6 There, where is necessary to disconnect the wires from operation reason 
(measuring of insulation resistance etc.), shall be applied perfect connections, easy 
disconnect able and in well accessed place. 

6.1.7 Owing to joint corrosions, shall be selected such combination of materials, that 
corrosion shall not arise, eventually shall be inhibited by application of suitable technology. 

6.1.8 Ends of cables before their ends or joints execution shall be suitable protected 
against environment impacts (moisture or wet penetration, rain etc.). 

6.1.9 Applied cable set shall respond to cable rated voltage. 

6.1.10 Metal sheets of cable sets shall be connected with protective conductor. 

6.1.11 Cables spray protection against fire to perform before and behind of cable 
coupling, cables installed in area of coupled cable including. 

6.1.12 In case of middle voltage (6 kV) coupling, damage coupling shall not be  
repaired/rectified but it shall be replaced by new one. 

7. List of appendixes 

 
Appendix No. 1: Cable layout of electric distribution network on racks and ducts 
Appendix No. 2: Section examples of cable line 110 kV 
Appendix No. 3: Fire seal - cable floor crossing example 
Appendix No. 4: Fire seal - cable wall crossing example 
Appendix No. 5: Marking of cable bridges among blocks and combined bridges 
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VZOROVÝ REZ KÁBLOVOU TRASOU 
110 kV VO VOĽNOM TERÉNE 

CABLE ROUTE SECTION EXAMPLE 
110 kV IN FREE TERRAIN  

OBNOVENÁ  PÔVODNÁ  VRSTVA RENOVATED ORIGINAL LAYER 
SPÄ TNÝ ZÁSYP ZHUTNENÝ COMPACTED BACKFILL 
VÝSTRAŽNÁ FÓLIA WARNING PLASTIC FOIL  
PIESKOVÉ LÔŽKO SAND BED 
VZOROVÝ REZ KÁBLOVOU TRASOU 
110 kV POD SPEVNENOU PLOCHOU 

CABLE ROUTE SECTION EXAMPLE 
110kV UNDER REINFORCED SURFACE 

SPEVNENÁ PLOCHA REINFORCED SURFACE 
BETÓNOVÝ PODKLAD CONCRETE BASE 
DET. REZ ZOSTAVOU KÁBLA 110 kV DET. CABLE SET SECTION 110 kV 
KRYCIA DOSKA ATYP 415x50x580 COVERING CONCRETE SLAB ATYP 415x50x580 
BETÓNOVÝ PREFABRIKOVANÝ ŽĽAB PREFABRICATED CONCRETE TRENCH 
PRIZEMŇOVACÍ KÁBEL nn EARTHING CABEL low voltage 
PIESKOVÁ VÝPLŇ SAND FILLING 
KÁBEL 110 kV CABLE 110 kV 
POZNÁMKA 1 NOTE 1 
VÝŠKOVÁ ÚROVEŇ SPODNEJ HRANY 
BETÓNOVÉHO ŽĽABU - SH 

SPOT HEIGHT OF CONCRETE DRAIN  
BOTTOM EDGE - SH 

LEGENDA LEGEND 
PREFABRIKOVANÝ BETÓN TR. 20/25 PREFABRICATED CONCRETE CLASS 20/50 
PIESKOVÁ VÝPLŇ ALEBO PIESKOVÉ LÔŽKO SAND FILLING OR SAND BED 
ZHUTNENÝ SPÄTNÝ ZÁSYP COMPACTED BACKFILL 
PÔVODNÉ PODLOŽIE ORIGINAL SUBSOIL 
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LEGEND: 
 
1 – CABLE 
2 – FIRE SPRAY 
3 – FIRE SPRAY 
4 – TAPE FeZn 
5 – ROCKWOOL 
6 – FIRE SPRAY 
7 – FLOUR 
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LEGEND: 
 

1 – CABLE 

2 – FIRE SPRAY 

3 – FIRE SPRAY 

4 – WALL 

5 – ROCKWOOL 
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Picture No. 1 Marking example of cable bridges among blocks and combined 
cable/technological bridges  
 
Legend: 
 
55  - block number on which supporting construction of cable bridge (foot) is installed  
KML  - cable bridge identification mark (in agreement with project documentation) 
01  - serial number of cable bridge supporting construction (foot) with relation of project 

documentation; 
if serial number is not given in documentation, number shall be assigned and next 
applied in relevant documentation. 

 
Table dimension: 20 x 20 cm, letter height 4 cm, gaps from margins and among letters 
vertically 2 cm. 
  
Text: can be different but always in three lines and centred. 
 
Table material: exterior stable plastic with thickness 1,6 mm.  
 
Coloured combination of writing/surface: writing black/surface yellow. 
 
Table mounting: table shall be put into table supporting construction (see lower). 
 
Table supporting construction: table supporting construction shall be made from zinc sheet 
with thickness min. 1,6 mm (max. 2 mm), with bent edges along sides and bottom part. 
Overlap of bent edges shall be 5 mm. Dimension tolerance of table supporting 
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construction shall be such, that table can be easy put into construction. In table supporting 
construction, in the middle of bent bottom part, shall be hole to unforced drainage. 
Connection of table supporting construction on cable bridge supporting construction (foot) 
shall be made by min. two joints. 
 
Bottom side of table supporting construction shall be 160 cm high over bottom mounting 
(manufacturing) flat surface of cable bridge supporting construction (foot). 
Table can be in diverse high over the ground but it shall be in identical levelling flat surface 
between cable bridge supporting constructions (foots). 
 
Marking of combined bridges (technologic and cable) to implement by equal method to 
achieve simple identification of electric wiring presence on combined bridge. 
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